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A new member of your staff



Voice Concierge was created to offer a complete 
solution for Hotel facilities. After a long phase of 
research and development, we have identified voice 
assistants as the most functional tool for our 
customers requests: immediacy, innovation and 
ease of use are values that distinguishes an 
hotel from the others. Voice Concierge was born as a 
personalized assistant, active 24/7  and always
available in the guests rooms. Today it is a complete 
solution that extends the advantages of voice control 
to the staff, thanks to a companion App and a tool 
for workflow management.
 



Every content can be customized directly from the 
structure. The integration with home automation 
and PMS makes Voice Concierge like a smart hub 
which is able to communicate with various systems ,
with the purpose to facilitate the reception’s work. 
After the testing phase with multiple types of 
accommodation we improved our service and 
now Voice Concierge covers more than thirty 
interactions divided between Information, 
Reservations and Notifications. 

 



Voice Concierge is...
Virtual assistant provided 
with visual aids placed 
in the rooms to make user
interactions easier.

Multilingual interactions. 
Our service is currently 
avaiable in Italian and 
English. We will add more
 languages soon.

We offer a customized Voice 
User Experience. We support 
our customers with the 
creation of personalized and  
highly functional contents.





Dashboard
Our dashboard gives useful informations about 
every guest’s interactions. With it , hotel staff 
can customize the responses that the 
vocal assistant provides to the guests. 
Every request made by guests with 
Voice Concierge appears immediately on the 
dashboard, with all the useful details 
and can be assigned to staff members with 
a simple click. Thanks to the workflow tool 
reception can follow every requests take-over. 

App
With the companion app, 
guests requests are notified 
live on staff mobile phones. 
Every staff member can take in 
charge their task and can 
communicate it's execution in 
real time. This flow managment 
automates staff communication 
and makes requests fulfillment
faster.



Hey Google ask voice concierge
for room service

a toothbrush

room 142

which room ?

Ok, I will inform the 
reception

of course, what do you need ?



Hey Google, ask voice concierge 
to complete a request in room number 2

I found a pending cleaning request for 
this room . Do you want to complete it ?

Staff members can also complete their tasks addressing the voice assistant. For example housekeeping staff 
communicates the complete cleaning of a room in a simple and easy way.



Hey Google, ask Voice Concierge
to book a taxi

What time ?

When do you need it  ?

Ok, I will inform the reception

for Tomorrow

1:30 p.m.



+39 081 194 81 047

www.voiceconcierge.it
info@voiceconcierge.it




